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Abstract

We present a model for decentralized Process Cen-

tered Environments (PCES), which support concerted

eflorts among geographical ly-dwpersed teams — each

local team wtth tts own autonomous process — and em-

pha.svze flezzbility in the tradeofl between collaborat~on

vs. autonomy. We constder both decentralized process

modeling and decentralized process enaction. We de-

scrtbe a reakatton tn the OZ decentralized PCE, which

employs a rule-based forma ltsm, and also investigate

the apphcatton to PCES based on Petri- nels.

1 Introduction and Motivation

A process is a partially ordered set of steps for de-

veloping a software system. In addition to defining

the steps and their interfaces to tools in some formal

notation, a process model also specifies prerequisites to

each step, the consequences of each step, and any syn-

chronization among concurrent steps. Processes are

“situated”, in the sense that different processes are

suitable for different personnel roles, lifecycle phases,

projects, organizations, etc.

Process Centered Environments (PCES) emerged in

an attempt to provide flexible and extensible envi-

ronments for developing software, by means of “pro-

cess modeling” and “process enaction”. PCES (1)

provide a formalism for defining project-specific soft-

ware processes (modeling) and (2) take advantage of

well-understood programming language implementa-

tion techniques to “execute” the software process (en-

action). Process enaction assists in performing the

software process as defined in the process modeling

language (PM L). Enaction can involve monitoring,

guidance, automation, enforcement, constraining and

controlling the workflow, and simulating parts or all of

the software process. A specific instance of a P(3E is

constructed by tailoring a generic kernel that behaves

as the enaction engine for the PML; this is typically

carried out by a distinguished environment udnltnw-

trat or, and is of no concern to the average environment

user who participates in the process.

Why Decentralization?

Large-scale product development typically requires

participation of multiple people, often divided into

multiple groups, each concerned with a different facet

of the product. For example, one software product

may require teams for requirements elucidation, func-

tional specification, design, coding, testing, document-

ation, and maintenance; another product may involve

multiple teams, in this case with each responsible for

full development of a distinct component of the sys-

tem, Each team uses its own selection of tools, and

possibly its own private data and management poli-

cies. At the same time, the teams need to cooperate

in order to develop the product, and as studies in soft-

ware engineering have shown, the interaction among

team members accounts for a significant fraction of

the total cost of the product being developed [12].

The degrees of autonomy and collaboration both de-

pend on the nature of the product being developed and

on organizational policies. Sometimes multiple organi-

zations collaborate on a product, in which case auton-

omy (privacy or security) is a “hard” constraint that

cannot be compromised. With the advent of high-

speed networks and enhanced communication facili-

ties, geographical dispersion and time shifting is an

additional possibility, particularly among teams (as

opposed to within a team).

This paper explores modehng and enactzon of inter-

group collaboration among independent, autonomous

and, possibly, pre-exastzng processes. This is in con-
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trast to work on (1) supporting intra-group collab-

oration and synchronization, where multiple team-

members (cooperate within the same process, possi-

bly with different “views” [7, 3]; and (2) process mod-

ularization, where a single process is decomposed into

sub-processes both for modeling and enaction pur-

poses [21]. We further distinguish between distribu-

tion and decentralization. A distributed system is one

that provides a single logical perspective, but is phys-

ically distributed into multiple computing units, usu-

ally across machines of a single site. (We use the term

“site” to mean an administratively cohesive Internet

domain sharing a network file system.) That is, a

distributed system transparently shields the distribu-

tion from its applications. In contrast, a decentralized

system is comprised of relatively independent subsys-

tems with some degree of correlation between them,

often (although not necessarily) spread among multi-

ple sites. Here, transparency is intentionally not sup-

ported because it violates autonomy and because the

range of access costs must be distinguished.

Environment distribution is a form of “vertical”

scale-up, in that it allows for more users to work,

but under the same process and within some bounded

physical distance (typically a local-area network).

This paper explores “horizontal” scale-up, where the

number of users per group sharing the same process

may not grow much, but the number of groups may be

arbitrarily large, each group with its own private pro-

cess and data but collaborating in a concerted effort

with the other groups.

An “international alliance” metaphor for our model

of Decentralized PCES (henceforth DEPCES) is used

throughout the paper, where the default is for inde-

pendent countries to operate autonomously and co-

operate only in accordance with treaties (in analogy

to NATO). This is in contrast to the “corporation”

model of decentralization suggested by Shy et al. [23],

whereby subunits of a corporation do not have any

existence independent of the corporation.

2 Requirements

The following is a list of the main requirements

that a DEPCE should fulfill (for centralized multi-user

PCE requirements, see [7]):

1. Process Autonomy — Each local sub environment

(henceforth SubEnv) should control autonomously its

process and its data, while allowing access to them

by remote SubEnvs under restrictions that are solely

determined by the local SubEnv.

A related requirement is that a SubEnv should be

self-contained and operationally mdependeni. That is,

it should be able to behave as a complete environ-

ment by itself when not collaborating with any other

SubEnvs, and SubEnvs must be able to operate con-

currently and independently, except when their pro-

cesses explicitly collaborate.

2. Process Collaboration and Interoperabthty —

The main goal is to allow multiple groups of users,

each group with its own process and schema, to exe-

cute operations that might affect the state and the

product of remote processes. Interoperability is in

general a hard problem, but is particularly difficult

in this case, due to the heavy semantics associated

with a ‘(process”.

We address interoperability in the sense of multzple

independent processes but a szngle PML in which they

are defined, as well as multiple schemas but a single

data definition language. This is in contrast to Pro-

cessWall [15], where muittple formalisms can be used

to define a svngle process, or to the Activity Structures

Language [19], where high and low level modeling for-

malisms are combined into one.

3. Data Sharing and Presentation — A DEPCE

should provide non-transparent, but nevertheless ef-

ficient and highly available data access capabilities.

In particular, SubEnvs should be able to access and

browse through data residing at remote sites.

4. Communzcatzon Modeling — A DEPCE should

support a range of geographical dist antes and different

bandwidths between teams and within a team, rang-

ing from local-area networks to long haul networks.

This implies the necessity of flexible communication

protocols between the various entities, according to a

distance/bandwidth metric.

5. Dynamic Reconfiguration — A DEPCE should

have the capability to dynamically add, delete, and

move (among sites) inactive SubEnvs without disrupt-

ing the operation of the currently active Sub Envs.

A related issue is to enable a single-site environment

with a pre-existing process to ‘join” a global environ-

ment with other pre-existing process, with mini-

mal (reconfiguration overhead. Similarly, a “split” of

a SubEnv from its current global environment should

be supported. This requirement is important when

two or more organizations with established processes

need to collaborate for a limited time.

6. Decentralized Concurrency Control and Recov-

ery — Software development environments in general

and PCES in particular require sophisticated and flex-

ible concurrency control (CC) mechanisms and poli-

cies [2]. DEPCES add the dimension of remote vs.
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local access. This complicates CC in that extended

transaction models devised for centralized and even

distribrrted systems are not adequate. Forexarnple, if

semantics-based CC is employed, then different pro-

cesses impact their local CC policy differen~ly, requir-

ingsorne sort of negotiation between local CC engines.

7. Decentralized Query Pr-ocesszng — A DEPCE

must provide for and, preferably, optimize multi-site

global queries on both process and product data.

This paper focuses on the first two requirements.

Requirements 3 and 4 are mostly architectural, and

are discussed in depth in [4]. Our approach to ful-

filling requirement 5 is described separately in [6].

Requirements 6 and 7 are outside the scope of this

work.

A Motivating Example

Assume there are three development teams using

three SubEnvs SE1, SE2, and SE3, who are respon-

sible for three disjoint modules of a system S, labeled

Ml, M2, and M3. The teams reside in different ge-

ographical areas, and they each use their own pro-

cess and tools for development of their modules. Each

module can be coded and unit-tested independently,

but there is a library L shared by all groups. The

following actions should be taken when a change re-

quest for L is made in SE2: (1) the change must be

pre-approved (or reviewed) by all SubEnvs in ad-

vance; (2) the change is actually made, generating L’,

and is propagated to all SubEnvs; (3) a static test-

ing phase involving code inspection is performed;

(4) a unit-test of”each module linked with L’ is per-

formed; (5) an int egrat ion-t est of all modules com-

bined is performed. For simplicity, only the “success-

ful” path is described.

Both pre-approve and unit-test, which are local

operations, can differ at different sites. For example,

one site might employ white box testing, while another

site might use black box testing. Moreover, even an

identical operations might imply execution of different

related operations when issued in different sites.

A wrong and in some cases impossible solution

would be to collect all the necessary data from the

remote sites to the site that initiated the change, and

then carry out all the process steps on all modules (and

all their prerequisites and consequences) as defined in

the local process. Besides the obvious performance

limitations, this approach would be a clear violation

of autonomy, since each site has its own process for

unit-testing its module, which may not even be known

to the initiating site. Another possible problem might

be that some -of the tools do not exist in all SubEnvs

E
Figure 1: A Decentralized Environment

(e.g., due to licensing that binds a tool to a specific

site or host), and other tools can be executed only in

specific SubEnvs (e.g., special-purpose hardware).

3 The Decentralized Model

The external view of a generic decentralized envi-

ronment is depicted in figure 1. Sub Envs of the same

or ciifferent global environment may reside arbitrar-

ily on the same or different sites, but the discussion

assumes exactly one SubEnv per site.

Each actrve SubEnv corresponds to a server that

enacts its local process. The server also manages a

private database for at least the process data for this

process, and possibly the corresponding product data

(the latter could alternatively be maintained in a sep-

arate database or in the native file system). The data

for each SubEnv is said to be “owned” by its local pro-

cess, and updates to both process and product data

cannot be made from a remote process without prior

approval of the owner process.

A client user interface connects each user to the lo-

cal server, which by definition operates at the same

site (but need not execute on the same host). A

distributed communication layer enables connections

among SubEnvs, both clients and servers.

We define a three-level hierarchy of nested contexts

within a local process:

The actzvzty level is where the PCE interfaces to

actual tools. A decentralized actiuity is one that can

operate on remote as well as local data. The activity

itself is not decentralized in execution, that is, an in-

dividual activity executes on a single host. This def-

inition excludes tools that are themselves multi-user

(e.g., Flecse [10]). However, our decentralized model

can be extended to include such tools, provided that
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the PML and the corresponding PCE have mecha-

nisms to describe the concurrent invocations by mul-

tiple participants in the process.

The process-step level encapsulates an activity with

local prerequisites and immediate consequences (if

any) of the tool invocation, as imposed by the process.

The process-step level may also supply the mechanism

to interface among multiple activities in a process. For

instance, in rule-based PMLs a post-condition of one

rule is matched against a pre-condition of another rule

to determine possible chaining; similarly, the firing of

a Petri-net transition can enable another transition.

The task level is defined as a set of logically related

process steps that represent a coherent process frag-

ment. Depending on the specific PML and PCE, (1)

there are typically some ordering constraints, or work-

jlow, among the activities or process steps of a task;

(2) parts of a task can be inferred dynamically, ema-

nating from an entry activity or process step selected

by the user; and (3) a task might be partially carried

out automatically by the PCE on behalf of the user,

usually by triggering the inferred activities or steps.

The task level may be explicitly defined in the PML

through special notation, or may be implicitly defined

through the local prerequisites/consequences in the

process-step level, or both. For example, the Activ-

ity Structures Language specifies ‘qocal constraints”

using rules (the form of process steps), and “global

control flow” using constrained expressions (explicit

tasks). In a Petri-net PML, the task level typically

corresponds to a subnet. A task that contains decen-

tralized activities, i.e., involving remote data, is called

a decentralized task. Tasks may be decomposed hier-

archically into subtasks.

There is intentionally no fourth level that represents

a local process as part of a global process. This reflects

our concept of independent collaborating (local) pro-

cesses. While the DEPCE provides global infrastruc-

ture support for interoperation among local processes,

it explicitly avoids the need for a global “super” pro-

cess — although such a process can be implicit.

3.1 Decentralized Process Enaction: The

Summit Protocol

At first glance, there are two ways in which a de-

centralized task can be executed: (1) The task copies

remote data into its own SubEnv and executes locally,

or (2) the task leaves the data where it is, and re-

quests that its activities be executed by the remote

SubEnvs. This is similar to the two main approaches

to distributed program execution: fetch the data and

execute locally, or send a request for remote function

execution. There are obvious tradeoffs bet ween the

two approaches, and the superiority of one over the

other largely depends on the nature of the program

and the volume of the data involved.

However, since a decentralized task inherently in-

volves more then one process, neither of these ap-

proaches is always feasible or desirable: (1) Process

autonomy restricts application of the data fetching ap-

proach, since the remote data may not be accessible to

the local process, and even if it is, the prerequisites and

consequences determined by the local process may not

maintain consistency with respect to the remote pro-

cess. (2) The function sending approach does not

address activities that manipulate data from multiple

(local and remote) processes, but instead assumes that

an activity’s arguments all reside in the same Sub Env.

We devised a hybrid that combines the two: At the

activity level, fetch remote data and modify them lo-

cally; but at the process-step level, fork and execute

any subtasks emanating from prerequisites and conse-

quences in the remote SubEnvs. This permits activi-

ties with arguments from multiple SubEnvs, executes

tools at the same site as their process, and maintains

consistency in process and product data according to

the processes owning the data,

Following the “international alliance” metaphor

mentioned in the Introduction, our decentralized en-

action model can be described as a ‘(summit rrleet-

ing”: Before the meeting (one or more activities), each

party (process) takes care of handling local constraints

(prerequisites) that are necessary for the meeting to

take place; then the meeting is held at one location

(SubEnv), where the various parties send representa-

tives (data) to collaborate; once the meeting is over

and agreements were made (results of the activities),

all parties return home (to their Sub Envs) and carry

out the implications (consequences) of the meeting

locally. Both the preparations to the summit meet-

ing and results from that meeting can lead to further

meetings (other sets of process steps in the same task),

each involving a subset of the parties, possibly with

different representatives (data arguments).

Inter-process collaboration takes place when an ac-

tivity is invoked on both local data and data from one

or more remote processes. We call the process from

which the decentralized activity is invoked the coordz-

natmg process.

1. Pre-Summit — The involved processes (i.e.,

those that own some of the data requested by the ac-

tivity) are notified, and all of them (including the coor-

dinating process) perform simultaneously pre-Summit

process actions, each according to its local process,
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with tts local data, in the local SubEnv site. Exam-

ples of pre-Summit actions include, not necessarily in

this order: (1) Verification that prerequisites imposed

by the process step enclosing the activity are satis-

fied; (2) Verification that the activity can be executed

with respect to the task workflow; (3) Active invoca-

tion of related activities, e.g., to satisfy (1) and (2);

and (4) Deriving and binding data arguments that are

required by the activity but were not specified as pa-

rameters. The pre-Summit phase requires that all in-

volved SubEnvs identify the = requested activity

(clarified later).

2. Sumrnzt — If pre-Surnmit is successful in all in-

volved processes, the requested activity is invoked in

the coordinating process, with all the necessary local

and remote data arguments. A Summit is not limited

to a single step or activity, but may consist of sev-

eral steps (and hence several activities), each of which

might require more remote data to be fetched.

3. Post-Summit — When the Summit completes,

all involved SubEnvs are notified. They then perform

simultaneously post-Summit process actions, again

each according to its local process, with its local data,

an the local SubEnu. Examples of post-Summit actions

include, not necessarily in this order: (1) Assertions

on the process and product data that reflect the fact

that the various activities were executed (depending

on the PCE, it may not always be possible to directly

modify such data within the activities themselves); (2)

Binding and assignment of data affected by the activi-

ties that were not supplied as arguments; (3) Verifying

that consequences imposed by the steps in the Summit

can be fulfilled (this is not always a logical implication

of the pre-Summit verification); and (4) Triggering of

further activities, e.g., as part of (3).

Thus, all participating SubEnvs act as if the ac-

tivities in the Summit took place in their local pro-

cess with local data only, but only the coordinating

SubEnv really executes the activities. The interesting

point here is that both pre- and post- Summit phases

occur in each Sub Env ordy according to its local pro-

cess, while execution of the Summit phase involves

collaboration among the participating SubEnvs.

3.2 Solution to Motivating Example

Figure 2 illustrates the enaction of the motivating

example described in section 2. Note that each box

in the figure does not necessarily represent a single

activity, but rather a subtask that might be broken

down into a fine-grained set of process steps.

The change activity is initiated by the coordinat-

ing SubEnv SE2. Pre-Summit takes place in a de-
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Figure 2: Solution to Motivating Example

centralized manner, where each Sub Env performs the

pre-approve activity locally according to its own

process. For example, SE3 requires an additional

analysis step before performing pre-approval. Once

done, the Summit begins, starting with the change

activity, and continuing with the code-inspection

activity. When complete, post-Summit begins, again

in a decentralized manner. All SubEnvs perform a

unit-t est activity, but each one does it according

to its own process. For example, SE3 employs a

manual-test procedure (e. g., for testing the user inter-

face) which involves human users devising the input

sequences for the test suites and actually perforrniug

the tests, whereas the other SubEnvs perform auto-

matic testing. Once unit testing is complete (and as-

suming no errors are found), a second Sumn-;it takes

place in the coordinating SubEnv, this time involving

a single integration–test activity.

3.3 Decentralized Process Definition:

The Treaty Protalcol

Returning to the “international alliance” metaphor,

in order to enable multiple parties to exchange infor-

mation and collaborate, they sign “treaties” determin-
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ing what kinds of artifacts are allowed to be exchanged

and how to perform the exchange/collaboration. Each

party sends “diplomats” to each of the collaborating

parties, both to enact the treaties and to ensure that

they are not violated.

Similarly, in order to enable collaboration among

processes, several requirements must be fulfilled:

First, there must be a way to define and agree on

a common sub-process that is part of each local pro-

cess intended to collaborate during that sub-process.

At the very least, the decentralized activities must be

commonly specified so that they can be identified dur-

ing execution. But the “unit of commonality” might

also be the process step, or even the task. In any case,

this unit has to represent those process fragments that

potentially involve multiple local processes. The de-

cision as to what level (in the context hierarchy) to

choose as the unit of commonality depends on the

modeling primitives of the PML. For example, in a

Petri-net formalism the transition (activity) seems a

natural choice, whereas in rule-based PMLs the rule

(process step) is more likely to be chosen.

Second, it must be possible for a common sub-

process to be shared among only some of the local

processes (SubEnvs) of a given global environment,

not necessarily all of them. Further, the same local

processes must be able to participate in multiple com-

mon sub-processes, together with the same or different

collections of remote processes. There is usually some

portion of each local process that is not shared with

any other (a prtvate sub-process).

Third, a common sub-schema for process and/or

product data has to be defined (or identified) to enable

operation of decentralized sub-processes.l Note that

a shared sub-schema does not imply that any data

instances are physically shared — only the “types”

are shared. In addition] the collaboration might be

restricted to data arguments from a subset of the data

instantiating the common sub-schema.

Finally, the PML must allow for both dynamic in-

clusion and exclusion of common sub-processes, as

well as independent evolutton of private sub-processes.

The former is particularly important when indepen-

dent pre-existing processes decide to collaborate, per-

haps only temporarily, while the latter is important

for preserving the autonomy of local processes.

In order to form a common sub-process in a de-

centralized and incremental manner, the unit of com-

monality (treaty) defined in one SubEnv (the initia-

1 This is known in the database community as “schematic

heterogeneity>’; see [20]. The details of what constitutes a valid

sub-schema is PML-specific and outside the scope of this paper.

tor of the treaty) has to be dynamically transferred

to each of the other participating SubEnvs (parties

to the treaty). And once transferred, the decentral-

ized sub-process has to be integrated with each lo-

cal process (ratification), which implies incremental

“compilation” capabilities. (The meaning of “compi-

lation” depends on the specific PCE, but most trans-

late their processes into some internal format rather

than repeatedly reparsing and reinterpreting the text.)

In addition, each common unit has to be tagged in

each SubEnv with some identification of the other

participating SubEnvs (embassies) in order to enable

verification of eligibility to operate the unit remotely

(analogous to the role of diplomats). Verification can

be done either when a common sub-process is in-

eluded/excluded, at enaction time, or both.

4 Application of the Model

Our approach does not require the invention of a

new PML intended for decentralization, nor does it

make any assumptions about a particular PML. In-

stead, it suggests how to extend the available PCE’S

enaction engine to support our decentralized model.

This makes it possible to upgrade a pre-existing cen-

tralized process to join a decentralized environment.

We describe now how tie Summit protocol for

decentralized enaction can be applied to two fami-

lies of PCES categorized by the paradigm underly-

ing their PMLs: rules and Petri-nets. Application to

PCES with grammar-based PMLs — a third promin-

ent paradigm — has been contemplated but is omit-

ted due to lack of space (see [5]).

4.1 Rule-based PMLs

In general, a rule represents a process step in our

context hierarchy, consisting of an optional action (ac,-

tivity) with its pr-e-condition”’( prerequisites) and post-

condztton (immediate consequences). The process step

corresponding to a rule is enacted by first evaluating

the pre-condition; the action is initiated only if the

pre-condition is true. Completion of the action leads

to asserting the post-condition.

Tasks are implicit in the possible rule chain-

ing. Backward chaining involves matching the pre-

condition of a rule with some rule whose post, -

condition might cause some subpart of the pre-

condition to be satisfied. Then the firing of the second

rule is considered recursively. Forward chaining arises

when the action or post-condition of a rule fulfills the
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pre-conditions of some rules, which are then fired re-

cursively. Rule-based PMLs can be roughly divided

into backward-chaining oriented such as Darwin [22],

forward-chaining oriented such as AP5 [8], and those

that incorporate both, like Merlin [25].

The rule is the minimal common sub-process that

might be shared among local processes. When a de-

centralized rule is fired, either directly by a user or

indirectly through automatic enaction (chaining), the

following takes place:

Pre-Sumntat — The collaborating SubEnvs supply

data to be bound to the symbols in the rule; the details

of how this is accomplished depends on the PCE. Then

the pre-condition of the rule is evaluated in the coor-

dinating process. In backward-chaining PCES, every

participating SubEnv is notified if the pre-condition is

not currently satisfied, or at least not already known

to be satisfied. Each SubEnv may then activate other

rules in its local process, in an attempt to satisfy (or

verify) the failed pre-condition on its own data — pos-

sibly in a backtracking manner trying multiple alter-

natives. In any case, if the pre-condition cannot ulti-

mately be satisfied, then the rule execution is halted

in the coordinating process.

s’ummat — The action is executed in the coordi-

nating SubEnv, involving both local and remote data.

Then the local process engine must determine whether

to continue enaction locally as part of a multi-rule

Summit, or to complete the Summit and initiate the

post-Summit phase. This can be specified by annotat-

ing the action or post-condition to indicate whether it

might be part of a multi-rule Summit (if this cannot

always be inferred).

Post-Summit — On completion of the Summit, the

coordinating process fans-out with the relevant out-

put to the remote SubEnvs. In forward-chaining sys-

tems, this leads to triggering of other rules in the local

SubEnvs whose pre-conditions have become satisfied.

In order to enable “follow-up” Summits (as with the

int egrat ion-t est in the example), chaining can also

“fan-in’] back to the coordinating site. Here again,

some use of directives may be necessary to specify op-

portunities to fan-in.

4.2 Petri-net-based PMLs

The application of our decentralized model to Petri-

net based PCES is influenced primarily by MEL-

MAC [13] and SPADE [1].

‘Transitions represent our notion of activities.

Places represent the activity’s data parameters. When

places are typed, they can also be viewed as both pre-

requisites and immediate consequences on the transi-

tions. A predtcate can be attached to a transition, and

must be satisfied prior to iiring the transition. The

predicates define local constraints on an activity, as

opposed to the general control flow expressed by the

topology of the net. Thus the places and predicates to-

gether correspond to the process step. Tokens (or the

marking of the net) represent the current state of the

process under execution and the product data used in

the activities. A transition is said to be enabled when

its input places contain the sufficient quota of tokens.

.$’ubnets correspond to tasks. The unit of commonal-

ity is the transition, along with its predicates. (An

alternative might be to also include the input and out-

put places in the minimal common sub-process.) The

Surnrnit protocol starts when a common transition is

attempted on data from local and remote Sub Envs:

Pre-Suntmzt — The remote SubEnvs are notified,

and each SubEnv checks if the transition is enabled

locally. Note that an enabled state in the coordinat-

ing SubEnv is a necessary but not sufficient condition

for firing a decentralized transition. Since Petri-net

based PMLs are usually not extended to support the

equivalent of backward chaining in rules, pre-Sumrnit

here is limited to verification and data binding.

Summit — If the common transition is enablecl

in all the collaborating SubEnvs (and the predicates

are satisfied), the transition is fired. All associated

SubEnvs fire the transition, but only the coordinat-

ing SubEnv executes the associated activity, with data

supplied to it from the various SubEnvs. As in rules,

a mechanism can be employed to determine when

the Summit is complete. For example, subsequent

transitions might continue to fire in the coordinating

SubEnv as part of a multi- transition Summit.

Post-Sumnttt — All associated SubEnvs transfer

the appropriate tokens from their input to output

places, each according to its own net (process). This

can lead to further firing of transitions depending on

the local nets, and may lead to subsequent related

Summits.

5 Realization of the Model in OZ

We have implemented the Summit and Treaty Pro-

tocols in the Oz rule-based DEPCE, reusing as much

code as possible from Marvel version 3.1 [7]. The main

extensions were in:

1. Infrastructure for interaction between rnrrlti-

ple SubEnvs (Marvel supports only a single process

per environment instance, enacted by a centralized

server). This includes server-to-server and client-to-

remote-server communication, decentralized naming
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schemes, and a new component for establishing remote

connections [4].

2. Global browsing and querying capabilities. A

user interface client can display and access remote

data regardless of its physical location (a Marvel in-

stance supports only a single local objectbase man-

aged by the server). This enables the user to supply

remote data arguments to a collaborative process. In

addition, each client controls the “refresh” policy for

its multi-objectbase display on a per objectbase basis.

3. Dynamic environment (reconfiguration, to add

and delete SubEnvs from a global environment. This

is implemented as a process using the same notation

and enaction engine as for general purpose process

modeling [6].

4. A dynamic import-export mechanism for defin-

ing decentralized sub-processes, which takes advan-

tage of the infrastructure’s inter-process communica-

tion layer to implement Treaties<

5. Most significantly, substantial extensions to the

process engine to support the Summit decentralized

en action protocol. However, the only change to the

Marvel rule-based PML [17] was to add optional an-

notations to direct multi-rule Summits. Otherwise,

rules maintain the identical syntax — and the seman-

tics have changed only in those cases where remote

data is accessed.

At the time of this writing, the first operational ver-

sion of Oz has been completed. z OZ currently imple-

ments the Treaty and Summit protocols as described,

except for the “fan-in” feature, which is still under

development. OZ supports multiple logical sites, each

with its own autonomous process, but not yet multi-

ple physzcal sites: In particular, it assumes a network

file system shared among the various SubEnvs and

does not optimize its operation as a function of dis-

tance. Finally, while OZ provides cooperative trans-

action support for purely local operations (inherited

from Marvel [16]), support for decentralized or dis-

tributed transactions is still minimal.

OZ currently consists of 170,000 lines of C, lex

and yacc code and runs on SparcStations with SunOS

4.1.3, with XView and command-line client user inter-

faces; a Motif client is being developed.

6 Related Work

Shy et al. were among the first to identify decen-

tralization as a key environment technology [23]. They

2We are using Marvel 3.1 to produce OZ, employing a process

based on code re-engineering and componentization, but plan

to soon start using O z for its own further development.

draw an analogy between software development and

the business corporation, and advocate a model for

PCES with global support for infrastructure capabil-

ities and local management with means to mediate

relations between local processes. Among the argu-

ments made for this model are: (1) The level of global

support is not rigid; (2) While the communication is

established under guidelines determined by the global

process, the actual communication is provided and

maintained under the control of the local entities; and

(3) Extensibility, because integration of processes and

services can be implemented gradually. This corpo-

ration model differs from our “international alliance”

model in that it still considers every sub-environment

to be strongly affiliated with the corporation and nec-

essarily abiding by some global rules. In contrast, our

view of processes is that of independent units, which

may or may not voluntarily decide to collaborate for

a time.

Heimbigner argues that just like databases, “.. env-

ironments will move to looser, federated, architec-

tures . . . address inter-operability between partial-

environments of varying degrees of openness” [14]. He

also notes that part of the reason for not adopting

this approach until recently was due to the inade-

quacy of existing software process technology. How-

ever, his focus is on support for multiple formalisms,

and in retro-fitting a process onto a process-ignorant

environment. Heimbigner’s Process Wall [15] is an at-

tempt to address one particular aspect of federation,

namely process formalism interoperabilit y. The main

idea behind ProcessWall is the separation of process

state from the programs to construct the state, so in

theory, multiple process formalisms (e.g., procedural

and rule-based) can co-exist and be used for writing

different fragments of the same process. However, de-

centralization per se is not addressed, and the process

state server is described as centralized.

Kernel/2r [18] supports a special case of process

formalism inter-operation. The system identifies and

divides the process into three distinguished kinds of

process fragments, each with a separate process en-

gine (and PML). The interworking process engine,

MELMAC [9], supports cooperation between teams

or within a team. An instance of the mteractaon

process engine, WHOW, supports a single user work-

ing with a variety of tools to create, manipulate and

delete development materials. The interoperation sup-

port, through the MUSE software bus, behaves like

a process engine in that it controls partially ordered

sequences of tool invocations where human int erven-

tion is not required. Although Kernel/2r does not
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directly support collaboration among multiple inde-

pendent processes, MELMAC can, in principle, inter-

face to teams who use another PCE (or who are not

concerned with process at all).

Fernstrom describes “... in a process, which con-

sists of a set of cooperating sub-processes, every

sub-process can be characterized by the set of “ser-

vices” it provides and requires from the other sub-

processes” [11]. This sounds remarkably similar to

our approach. However, in his Process WEAVER sys-

tem, “ . ..processes are recursively structured into sub-

processes of finer and finer granularity and detail.” In

other words, processes are defined top-down, whereas

in our decentralized model, what is in effect the de-

centralized process of a global environment is defined

bottom-up from the (collaborating) processes of the

constituent SubEnvs.

Furthermore, Process WEAVER’s distribution ca-

pability is essentially the reverse of what we have in

mind: What we call pre-Summit and Summit may be

distributed, but not decentralized. The process mod-

eling formalism is based on Petri-nets, where transi-

tions have pre-conditions and actions. After a transi-

tion has been enabled by tokens marking all its input

places, each of its pre-conditions is evaluated in the

global context until one of them is satisfied; there is

no notion of breaking up a pre-condition into pieces

evaluated according to distinct local processes. The

input tokens are then removed and the action is ex-

ecuted. Finally, the output places are marked with

tokens, and the cycle repeats. The opportunity for dis-

tribution arises in the pre-conditions, which can wait

for events in the work contexts of a group, and in the

actions, which can send these work contexts to a group;

thus, the process can specify that multiple activities

are undertaken at the same time. However, these work

contexts are all part of the same global process, not

defined autonomously.

7 Contributions and Future Work

The main contributions of this work are:

● Identifying the requirements for decentralization

of Process Centered Environments, and dist an-

guishing these from distribution;

● Designing a model for process decentralization,

covering both process modeling and process en-

action, which successfully trades off autonomy

against collaboration, with flexible control by

each participating local sub-environment;

●

●

●

Sketching how to apply this model to two popular

families of Process Modeling Languages, namely

rules and Petri-nets;

Developing a decentralized PCE architecture that

handles all these issues; and

Building an actual working system, OZ.

We plan to experiment with OZ and evaluate its

utility in the near future.3 Preliminary evaluation re-

veals that, as we have already discerned, there may be

a tradeoff between ease of defining truly global pro-

cesses, and maintaining autonomy among local pro-

cesses collaborating only to the degree that they spec-

ify. Our approach is clearly geared towards supporting

the latter, and so defining a truly global process, if de-

sired, might be harcler (althcjugh still possible!) in our

international alliance model, compared to the corpo-

ration model mentioned above. On the other hand,

defining a homogeneous distributed environment —

whereby all sites employ identical process and only the

data is distributed — can be easily defined, simply by

including the entire process in a Treaty with all other

processes. Finally, since pre- and post-Summit phases

are effectively executed independently and in parallel,

there is a substantial performance gain compared to

centralized execution, as expected.

Open questions posed by this research include: (1)

Support for multi-formalisrn inter-operability on top

of our decentralized model; (2) Varying bandwidth

has not yet been addressed (although see [24]); (3)

Integration of “groupware” technology into the DE-

PCE framework, including process support for multi-

user tools, and incorporation of multi-media tech-

nology; (4) Decentralization of concurrency control

and recovery policies suitable for collaborative work;

and (5) Methodology for defining decentralized (sub-

)processes.
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